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(Vocal Selections). Features piano/vocal/guitar arrangements of 21 songs by Alan Menken, Howard

Ashman and Tim Rice from this Disney Broadway smash: Be Our Guest * Beauty and the Beast *

Belle * Gaston * Home * How Long Must This Go On? * Human Again * If I Can't Love Her * Maison

des Lunes * Me * The Mob Song * No Matter What * Something There * Transformation/Beauty and

the Beast (Reprise).
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I bought this because I have been using the "easy piano" version of this musical's piano music for

easily 7 years now, and 7 years ago I needed it...now it is just cumbersome because you clearly

know they have over-simplified it so beginners can play. This music sounds SO much realer and

like the actual recorded music...I would recommend to intermediate - to - advanced experience

level...intermediate will need some practice to polish and advanced will probably have no problems.

This music is absolutely beautiful and translated very well from the original score. The pieces are

challenging enough to make them pretty and enjoyable and not too difficult for the intermediate

pianist.

Daughter loves this gift and I loved the ease of ordering this gift on



I have only tried the Angel of Music - it was just right for my level. I have been playing for about 3

years now and had this song in the faber and faber play books. This has more depth in the chords.

I'm a singer and when I saw beauty and the beast. My childhood was based off of Disneyland

movies from the nineties and fell in love with the songs all over again. Now I can sing along to the

movie whenever I want to and hopefully have my children loving the same things I did as a little girl.

I am very happy with this book and would go Broadway on all the piano books i purchase (if it's

available) for they are very nice and are a 100% worth the money, I highly recommend it!

I am so glad that I purchased this; I love being able to play my favorite songs from the Musical as

well as those that were also in the movie. I would say the skill level required is intermediate, but not

too difficult for those beginners who want a challenge.

Chord symbols are included in the piano accompaniment, so I don't really have to know how to play

piano :P
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